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We consider the following boundary value problem: x +{V(x)=0, x(0)=x0,
x(T )=x1, where T>0, x0, x1 # Rn are given. We prove that this problem
has infinitely many solutions provided V is even and superquadratic.  1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the boundary value problem
(P) x +{V(x)=0, x(0)=x0 , x(T )=x1 ,
where x0 and x1 are two fixed points of Rn and V is a superquadratic
potential defined on Rn.
In [4] I. Ekeland, N. Ghoussoub, and H. Tehrani have proved the
following existence result.
Theorem 1 (Ekeland, Ghoussoub, Tehrani). Suppose that V # C2(Rn, R)
is even, and that for some 2<p<4 it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) 0<pV(x)({V(x), x) for all |x| large,
(ii) |D2V(x)|: |x| p&2+; :, ;>0 for all x.
Then for any x0 , x1 # Rn and T>0 the Bolza problem (P) has infinitely
many solutions.
Note that the assumptions of theorem 1 imply lim |x|   V(x)|x|4=0.
Our aim is to extend this existence result to general superquadratic even
potentials. We shall prove the following:
Theorem 2. Suppose that V # C2(Rn, R) is even and that there exists
p>2 such that
0<pV(x)({V(x), x) for all |x| large. (1)
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Then, for any x0 , x1 # Rn and T>0, problem (P) has infinitely many
solutions.
Remark 1. In fact we shall find a sequence of solutions xn , the energies
of which En=12 |x* n |2+V(xn) tend to +.
As in [4] our result is proved by searching for critical points of a func-
tional I1 ‘‘sufficiently close’’ to an even functional I0 having infinitely many
critical levels. We also use perturbation results close to those given in [2],
[6], or [7]. However, we shall introduce a continuous path (I%)% # [0, 1] of
functionals connecting I0 to I1 . In Section 2 we shall state an abstract
result which roughly says that the preservation of a minmax critical level
along the path (I%) depends only on the variations (%) I% (x) at the criti-
cal points of I%. In Section 3 we shall show how this abstract result can be
applied to the Bolza problem (P) and enables us to prove the existence of
infinitely many solutions.
2. PRESERVATION OF A MINMAX CRITICAL LEVEL ALONG
A PATH OF FUNCTIONALS
In this section we consider a Hilbert space E and a C 2 functional
I : [0, 1]_E  R. We denote by ( , ) and & & respectively the scalar
product in E and the associated norm. We use the abbreviation I% for
I(%, . ).
We make the following hypotheses:
(H1) I satisfies the PalaisSmale condition, which means here that
for every sequence ((%n , xn)) (with %n # [0, 1], xn # E) such that I(%n , xn) is
bounded and &I$%n(xn)&  0 as n  +, there is a subsequence converging
in [0, 1]_E (the limit (%, x) then satisfies I$% (x)=0).
(H2) For all b>0 there is a constant C1(b) such that
\% # [0, 1] \x # E such that |I% (x)|b,
} % I(%, x) }C1(b)(&I$% (x)&+1)(&x&+1).
(H3) There exist two continuous and Lipschitz continuous with
respect to the second variable functions f1 and f2 : [0, 1]_R  R (with
f1 f2) such that, for all critical points x of I%,
f1(%, I% (x))

%
I(%, x) f2(%, I% (x)).
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For (H4) we need the definition
SB, A=[g # C 0(B, E) | g |A=IdA and _R g(x)=x for &x&R].
(H4) There are two closed subsets of E, B and A/B, such that:
(i) I0 has an upper bound on B and lim |x|  +, x # B
(sup% # [0, 1] I% (x))=&;
(ii) cB, A>cA , where
cA=sup
A
I0 and cB, A= inf
g # SB, A
sup
g(B)
I0 .
We shall denote by 1 and 2 the functions defined on [0, 1]_R by
{
i (0, s)=s

%
i (%, s)= f i (%, i (%, s)).
Note that 1 and 2 are continuous and that for all % # [0, 1] 1(%, } ) and
2(%, } ) are non-decreasing on R. Moreover, since f1 f2 we have 12 .
Here is the main result in this section:
Theorem 3. Assume that I : [0, 1]_E  R is C2 and satisfies (H1)(H2)
(H3)(H4). Then, if 1(1, cB, A)>2(1, cA), I1 has a critical point of critical
level 1(1, cB, A).
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3 we give a few lemmas.
From now we shall assume that all the hypotheses (H1H4) are satisfied
and that 2 (1, cA)<1 (1, cB, A ).
Fix ’>0 small enough so that 2 (1, cA)<1 (1, cB, A &’). Let D=
[x # E | I0(x)cB, A &’].
Lemma 1. Let H # C0([0, 1]_E, E) satisfy
(i) H(0, } )=Id
(ii) There is R>0 such that \% # [0, 1] (x # B and &x&>R) O
H(%, x)=x
(iii) \% # [0, 1] H(%, A) & D=<.
Then H(1, B) & D{<.
Proof. H is continuous, A and D are closed subsets of E and
H([0, 1]_A) & D=<, hence there is an open neighbourhood U of A such
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that H([0, 1]_U ) & D=<. Let V/E be open and satisfy A/V /U. Let
l # C 0(E, [0, 1]) be such that l |V=0 and l |E"U=1.
Let g(x)=H(l(x), x). It is clear that g # DB, A . By the definition of cB, A
there is x # B such that g(x) # D; x cannot belong to U because
H([0, 1]_U) & D=<, therefore l(x)=1 and H(1, x) # D. So we have
proved that H(1, B) & D{<. K
Corollary 1. Let H # C0([0, 1]_E, E) and G # C0([0, 1]_E, E)
satisfy (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1. Moreover we assume that
(iv) for all % # [0, 1] G(%, } ) is a homeomorphism and G&1 : [0, 1]
_E  E defined by G&1(%, x)=(G(%, } ))&1 (x) is continuous.
(v) for all % # [0, 1] H(%, A) & G(%, D)=<.
Then H(1, B) & G(1, D){<.
Proof. Setting H (%, x)=(G(%, . ))&1 (H(%, x)), we see that H satisfies
the assumptions of Lemma 1. The result follows. K
Remark. 2. Let H and G satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 1. Let
A$=H(1, A), B$=H(1, B) and D$=G(1, D).
It is not difficult to see that for all g # SB$, A$ g(B$) & D${<. (Set H (%, x)
=H(2%, x) if 0%12; H (%, x)=(2&2%) H(1, x)+(2%&1) g(H(1, x))
if 12%1 and G (%, x)=G(2%, x) if 0x12; G (%, x)=G(1, x) if
12x1, and apply Corollary 1.)
Lemma 2. For any $>0 and b>0 there exists ‘>0 such that
( |I% (x)|b and &I$% (x)&<‘)
O f1(%, I% (x))&$<

%
I(%, x)< f2(%, I% (x))+$
Proof. It is an direct consequence of (H3) and (H1) (PalaisSmale
condition). K
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3. We shall use the abbrevia-
tion J% (x) :=(%) I(%, x).
$>0 being fixed, let  1 and  2 : [0, 1]_R  R be defined by
{
 1 (0, s)=s

%
 1 (%, s)= f1(%,  1 (%, s))&$
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and
{
 2 (0, s)=s

%
 2 (%, s)= f2(%,  2 (%, s))+$.
Since 2(1, cA)<1(1, cB, A &’) we can assume, provided $ has been
chosen small enough, that
 2 (1, cA)< 1 (1, cB, A &’). (2)
Let .(%) be defined by .1 (%)= 1 (%, cB, A &’) and .2 (%)= 2 (%, cA).
Since f1&$< f2+$ it is easy to see that (2) implies
.2 (%)<.1 (%) \% # [0, 1]. (3)
Let :=inf[.2 (%); % # [0, 1]] and ;=sup[.1 (%); % # [0, 1]].
Let u # C(R, [0, 1]) satisfy u(t)=0 if t # (&, :&2] _ [;+2, +)
and u(t)=1 if t # [:&1, ;+1].
By Lemma 2 there is ‘>0 such that
(:&2<I% (x)<;+2 and &I$% (x)&‘)
O f1(%, I% (x))&$<J% (x)< f2(%, I% (x))+$.
Let v # C(R, [0, 1]) satisfy v(t)=0 if |t|‘2 and v(t)=1 if |t|‘.
Let
X1(%, x)=(J&% (x)+1+ f
+
1 (%, .1 (%))) u(I% (x)) v(&I$% (x)&)
I$% (x)
&I$% (x)&2
,
X2(%, x)=(&J+% (x)&1& f
&
2 (%, .2 (%))) u(I% (x)) v(&I$% (x)&)
I$% (x)
&I$% (x)&2
,
where sup(a, 0) is denoted by a+ and sup(&a, 0) is denoted by a&.
Let ,i : [0, 1]_E  E be the flow of Xi , defined by
{
,i (0, x)=x

%
,i (%, x)=Xi (%, ,i (%, x)).
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We must justify that ,i is well defined on [0, 1]_E. Here we use
hypothesis (H2): since Xi (%, y)=0 if I% ( y)  [:&2, ;+2] or &I$% ( y)&‘2
we get from (H2)
&Xi (%, y)&C2 (&y&+1) \y # E (4)
(where C2>0 depends on ‘ ).
Estimate (4) and the fact that Xi is continuous and locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous with respect to the second variable (because I is C 2 ) imply that
,i is defined and continuous on [0, 1]_E. Moreover it is easy to see, using
the definition of , i as a flow, that for all % # [0, 1] , i (%, } ) is a
homeomorphism and that the function which associates ,i (%, } )&1 (x) to
(%, x) is continuous on [0, 1]_E.
In addition, we derive from lim |x|  , x # B (sup% # [0, 1] I% (x))=& that
(by the definition of u) there is R>0 such that
\x # B( |x|>R O \% # [0, 1]Xi (%, x)=0).
Hence, for all % # [0, 1] and for all x # B such that |x|>R, , i (%, x)=x.
In order to apply Corollary 2.2 we have to check that
,2 (%, A) & ,1 (%, D)=< for all % # [0,1]. (5)
We first prove that
I0 (x)cA O \% # [0,1] I% (,2 (%, x)).2 (%). (6)
Let x # E satisfy I0(x)cA. Set W(%)=I% (,2(%, x)). Since W(%)cA=
.2 (0), it is enough to prove that
W(%)=.2 (%) O W$(%)<.$2(%). (7)
So we assume that W(%)=.2 (%). We compute
W$(%)=J% (,2(%, x))+(I$% (,2(%, x)), X2(%, ,2(%, x)))
=J% (,2(%, x))&(J+% (,2(%, x))+1+ f
&
2 (%, .2 (%)))
_u(I% (,2(%, x))) v(&I$% (,2(%, x))&).
We have u(W(%))=u(.2 (%))=1.
If &I$% (,2(%, x))&<‘ then, by Lemma 2, J% (,2(%, x))< f2(%, W(%))+$,
hence W$(%)< f2(%, W(%))+$.
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If &I$% (,2(%, x))&‘ then v(&I$% (,2(%, x))&)=1; hence
W$(%)=J% (,2(%, x))&J+% (,2(%, x))&1& f
&
2 (%, .2 (%))< f2(%, .2 (%)).
Since W(%)=.2 (%) and .$2(%)= f2(%, W(%))+$, in all the cases we get
W$(%)<.$2(%). Hence (7) and consequently (6) holds.
In the same way we can prove that
I0 (x)cB, A&’ O \% # [0,1] I% (,1 (%,x)).1 (%). (8)
We derive (5) from (3), (6), and (8).
Now, by Corollary 1, ,2(1, B) & ,1(1, D){<. In addition, setting
A$=,2(1, A), B$=,2(1, B) and D$=,1(1, D), we get by Remark 2
\g # SB$, A$ g(B$) & D${<.
Therefore
inf
g # SB$, A$
(sup
g(B$)
I1)inf
D$
I1.1 (1)>.2 (1)sup
A$
I1 .
Consequently, since I1 satisfies (PS), by classical deformation arguments, I1
has at least one critical point of critical level .1 (1). Now, $ and ’ can
be chosen arbitrarily small; as they tend to 0, .1 (1) tends to 1(1, cB, A ).
Using again (PS) we derive that I1 has at least one critical point of critical
level 1(1, cB, A ), which completes the proof of Theorem 3. K
Remark. 3. It could be proved without much difficulty that in fact there
exists a critical point of critical level belonging to the interval
[1(1, cB, A ), 2(1, cB, A )].
3. APPLICATION TO PROBLEM (P)
Following [4], in order to find solutions of (P) we perform the change
of variable
x(t)=z(t)+ y(t),
where
z(t)=
t
T
(x1&x0)+x0 .
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We have to search for solutions of
(P$) { y +{V( y+z)=0y(0)= y(T )=0.
We recall that the C2 potential V is assumed to be even and super-
quadratic.
Let E=H 10((0, T ); R
n). E is endowed with the scalar product
(y1 , y2) =|
T
0
( y* 1(t), y* 2(t)) dt
and the associated norm & }&.
The solutions of (P) are the critical points of the functional K defined on
E by
K( y)=|
T
0
1
2 | y* (t)|
2&V( y(t)+z(t)) dt.
We now consider the functional I defined on [0, 1]_E by
I(%, y)=|
T
0
1
2 | y* (t)|
2&V( y(t)+%z(t)) dt.
Using the continuous embedding E/C0([0, T]; Rn) we readily see that I
is C2.
As in Section 2 we shall abbreviate I%=I(%, .) and J% =(%) I(%, } ). We
have to prove that I1 has infinitely many critical points. To be in position
to apply Theorem 3 we must check that hypotheses (H1), (H2), (H3) are
satisfied.
Lemma 3. The following estimates hold (where Ci denotes some positive
constant);
(i) &y&2C3( pI% ( y)&(I$% ( y), y)&%J% ( y))
(ii) For all a>0 there exists C5(a)>0 such that
|J% ( y)|
C4
a
(&y&2+&I$% ( y)& &y&)+C5(a) \% # [0, 1] \y # E
(iii) &y&2C6(&I$% ( y)&2+1)+C7I% ( y).
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Proof. We have
J% ( y)=|
T
0
&({V( y+%z), z)
and
(I$% ( y), y) =|
T
0
|y* |2&({V( y+%z), y+%z) dt&%J% ( y).
Hence from (1)
(I$% ( y), y) |
T
0
| y* | 2& pV( y+%z) dt&%J% ( y),
which means
(I$% ( y), y) pI% ( y)&\p2&1+ &y&2&%J% ( y).
Since p2&1>0 we get estimate (i).
To prove (ii) set \=a2T(&y&2+2a2)&1 (so 0<\T2 ). Note that
\t # (0, \) _ (T&\, T ) | y(t)|- \ &y&a - T (9)
because y(0)= y(T )=0.
Let h # E be defined by: h(t)=z(\) t\ if t # [0, \]; h(t)=z(t) if
t # (\, T&\); h(t)=z(T&\)(T&t)\ if t # [T&\, T]. We can compute
J% ( y)=&|
T
0
({V( y+%z), z) dt
=&|
T
0
( y* (t), h4 (t)) dt+(I$% ( y), h) &|
\
0
({V( y+%z), z&h) dt
&|
T
T&\
({V( y+%), z&h) dt.
From (9) (and using the fact that V is C1 ) there is C5(a)>0 such that
|
\
0
|({V( y+%z), z&h)| dt+|
T
T&\
|({V( y+%z), z&h)| dtC5(a).
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Hence
|J% ( y)|&y& &h&+&I$% ( y)& &h&+C5(a).
A simple calculus shows that
&h&
K
- \
+KK&y&
2+2a2
Ta2
+K
K$
a
&y&+K".
Where K, K$, K" are three positive constants. That implies estimate (ii).
From (i) and (ii)
&y&2pC3I% ( y)&C3(I$% ( y), y)+%
C3 C4
a
&y&2
+%
C3 C4
a
&I$% ( y)& &y&+%C3C5(a).
Fixing a>0 so that C3C4 a12 we easily get (iii). K
Lemma 4. I satisfies (H1)
Proof. Let (%n , yn) be a sequence satisfying I$%n( yn)  0, |I%n( yn)|C.
Then, by Lemma 3.1(iii), &yn& is bounded. The convergence of a
subsequence of ((%n , yn)) in [0, 1]_E follows by standard arguments. K
Lemma 5. I satisfies (H2)
Proof. Let a # R*+ . Combining (ii) and (i) in Lemma 3 gives
|J% ( y)|
C3 C4
a
( pI% ( y)&(I$% ( y), y) &%J% ( y))+
C4
a
&I$% ( y)& &y&+C5(a)
Hence if |I% ( y)|b then
|J% ( y)|
K
a
&I$% ( y)& &y&+
K$
a
|J% ( y)|+K"(a, b),
where K and K$ are two constants.
Choosing a such that K$a12, we get the desired estimate. K
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Lemma 6. There exists C8>0 such that for all % # [0, 1] and for all
critical points y of I%
&C8(I% ( y)2+1)14

%
I(%, y)C8(I% ( y)2+1)14.
Proof. We have

%
I(%, y)=J% ( y)=|
T
0
&({V( y+%z), z) dt.
If y is a critical point of I% then y =&{V( y+%z) hence, using that z is
linear and y(0)= y(T )=0 we get
J% ( y)=|
T
0
( y (t), z(t)) dt=( y* (1), z(1))&( y* (0), z(0))
=( y* (1), x1)&( y* (0), x0).
So |J% ( y)|C( | y* (1)|+| y* (0)| ). Now
E=12 | y* (t)+%z* (t)|2+V( y(t)+%z(t))
is independent of t and | y* (1)|+| y* (0)|C$(- E+1) ( because V has a
lower bound and z* =(x0&x1)T is bounded).
In addition
E=
1
T |
T
0
1
2
| y* +%z* |2+V( y+%z) dt
=&
I% ( y)
T
+
1
2T |
T
0
|y* +%z* |2+| y* |2 dt
=&
I% ( y)
T
+
&y&2
T
+
%2
2T 2
|x1&x0 |2.
By Lemma 3(iii), since I$% ( y)=0,
E
C7&1
T
I% ( y)+
C6
T
+
%2
2T 2
|x1&x0 |2.
We then see easily that there is C8>0 such that |J% ( y)|
C8(I% ( y)2+1)14. K
Lemma 7. For any finite dimensional subspace H of E, sup% # [0, 1] I(%, y)
 & as &y&  +, y # H.
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Proof. (1) implies that there are C10 and C11 such that V(x)
C10 |x| p&C11 . Hence
I(%, y) 12 &y&2&C10 |
T
0
|y+%z| p dt+C11
 12 &y&
2&C $10 | y| pLp(0, T )+C$11 .
Using the fact that in a finite dimensional space all the norms are
equivalent we easily derive Lemma 7. K
We are going to give some properties of I0 ,
I0( y)=|
T
0
1
2 | y* (t)|
2&V( y(t)) dt.
Since V is even I0 is even. Let (ei)1in be an orthonormal basis of Rn. For
k # N let ak # E be defined by
ak(t)=(sin ?(q(k)+1) t) er(k)+1
where k=q(k) n+r(k), 0r(k)n&1.
Denote by Ek the subspace of E spanned by [a0 , ..., ak]. Let
Gk=[g # C0(Ek , E) | g is odd and _Rk>0g(x)=x if x # Ek , |x|Rk].
Set
ck= inf
g # Gk
( sup
g(Ek)
I0).
Since 0 # g(Ek) we have ckI0(0). Moreover, by Lemma 7, ck<+. Of
course ckck+1 .
Lemma 8. There exists k0 # N such that for all kk0 ck is a critical
point of I0 .
See [4] for the proof of Lemma 8, which relies on a critical point
theorem for even functionals which is stated in [1].
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We shall denote by 1 and 2 the functions defined on [0, 1]_R by
{
1 (0, s)=s
and
%
1 (%, s)=&C8(1+1 (%, s)2)14
{
2 (0, s)=s

%
2 (%, s)=C8(1+2 (%, s)2)14
where the constant C8 is defined in Lemma 6.
Set, for k # N,
d
 k
=1 (1, ck), d k=2 (1, ck)
We are going to apply Theorem 3 to obtain
Lemma 9. If d k<dk+1 then I1 has a critical point of critical level
d
 k+1
.
Proof. 2 (1, ck)<d k+1
so there is =>0 such that 2 (1, ck+=)<d k+1
.
Fix g # Gk such that supg(Ek) I0<ck+=. By the definition of Gk it is clear
that there is h # Gk+1 such that h |Ek= g. Let
E +k =[ y+#ak+1 ; y # Ek , #0].
We set Ak= g(Ek) and Bk=h(E +k ). Notice that, by Lemma 7, since
h( y)= y if y # E +k and &y&Rk+1 ,
sup
% # [0, 1]
I(%, y)  & as &y&  +, y # Bk .
In addition let l # SBk , Ak (SBk , Ak is defined in Section 2, before (H4)). Set
m=l b h |Ek+ ; m |Ek= g is odd and for &y& large m(x)=x, therefore there
exists m # Gk+1 such that m |Ek+=m (set m ( y+#ek+1)=&m(& y&#ek+1)
when y # Ek and #<0).
Since I0 is even and m is odd we can write
sup
l(Bk)
I0= sup
m(Ek
+)
I0= sup
m (Ek
+)
I0= sup
m (Ek+1)
I0 .
Hence sup l(Bk) I0ck+1 . Thus we get
cBk , Ak = inf
l # SBk , Ak
(sup
l(Bk)
I0)ck+1
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and
1 (1, cBk , Ak )1 (1, ck+1)=d k+1
>2 (1, ck+=)2 (1, sup
Ak
I0).
We can now apply Theorem 3. We find that I1 has a critical point of
critical level d
 k+1
. K
We need a last lemma to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 10. ckk2 tends to + as k  +.
We do not give the proof of Lemma 10. We refer to [4] where the proof
is given in the case where V(x)#1 |x| p+#2 (then there is a positive
constant L such that ckLk2p( p&2)). See also [2] or [5], where a similar
result is stated for periodic solutions (the studied functional is then a
perturbation of a S1-invariant functional).
We simply point out that the proof uses the existence of an even super-
quadratic potential W : R  R such that \x # RnV(x)ni=1 W(x i),
an investigation of the critical points of ,( y)=T0 12 | y* |
2&W( y) in
H 10((0, T ); R) and a result on the Morse index of a class of minmax
critical points stated in [3].
Proof of Theorem 2. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that the set
of the critical levels of I1 has an upperbound b # R+ . It is easy to see
(remember that 2 %(%, s)=C8(1+2 (%, s)2)14 ) that
\s0 |2 (1, s)&s|C12 - s+C13 .
Hence, limk   ck= implies limk   d k=. Therefore, by Lemma 9,
there is k1 # N such that, for all kk1 , d kd k+1
.
We have |d k&ck |C12 - ck +C13 . Likewise |d k+1
&ck+1 |C$12 - ck+1 +
C$13 . Hence there are constants C"12 and C"13 such that
|ck+1&ck |C"12(- ck +- ck+1 )+C"13 for kk1 . (10)
It can be readily checked that (10) implies that the sequence ck k2 is
bounded, which contradicts Lemma 10 and completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
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